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:: PERFECT ENJOYMENT
with the innovative wine cabinet (HWK) from HAGOLA

:: elegant design with intelligent interior

:: vibration-free opening for an optimal wine rest

:: presents wine at its most attractive

www.kidcateringequipment.com



Applicable for 99 % of all bottle shapes and bottle sizes 
All bottle shapes are stored in an optimal way

Wine racks and wine climate cabinets are generally designed for Bordeaux bottles. 
This is not the case at Xi Wine Systems. No rolling, no tilting - whatever their bottle shapes.

:: Bordeaux bottles and Burgundy bottles

:: Riesling bottles

:: Champagne- or Prosecco-bottles

:: half bottles (0,375 litres)

:: Magnum bottles (1,5 litres)

:: Double Magnum bottles (3 litres)

:: as well as from the smallest bottles »Piccolo«  
 (0,2 litres) up to large bottles of 30 litres

The optimal tilt angle makes the difference
No waiting time for the setting of the sediments

:: Wine enjoyment without waiting time 
 for the setting of the sediments

:: easy decanting

:: 360 DEGREES
Wine presentation and wine storage with system

The X-idea of our partner is based on an entire concept and is covered by patents. The sophisticated Xi Wine Systems 
are the link between professional winegrowing and optimal wine enjoyment.

Xi-systems are synonyms for intelligent solutions around the wine presentation, the wine storage and the wine 
climatisation. For the private wine cellar, the gastronomy, wine houses or wine stores. Wine experts go for Xi Wine 
Systems because Xi presents wine at its most attractive.

:: XI RACK 
The wine rack for wine lovers and wine experts
Every wine lover dreams of having an own wine cellar. 
Xi Wine Systems provides the perfect solution for everyone.

Xi Counter 
basic rack: 610 x 1100 x 585 mm (W x H x D) = bar table height 

extension rack: 580 x 1100 x 585 mm (W x H x D) 

standard specification 4 Xi levels for 13 bottles each = 52 bottles 

maximum storage capacity / counter 8 Xi levels = 104 bottles 

height-adjustable levelling feet

Xi Top 
add-on kit  for Xi Counter 

basic rack and extension rack

Xi Rack 
basic rack: 610 x 1820 x 585 mm (W x H x D)  

extension rack: 610 x 1820 x 585 mm (W x H x D) 

standard specification 8 Xi levels for 13 bottles each = 104 bottles 

maximum storage capacity / rack 16 Xi levels = 208 bottles 

height-adjustable levelling feet 

easy assembly without tools 

made of galvanized steel or powder-coated charcoal-grey steel

Accessories 
Please refer to page 2  

(available as option).

:: WINE CABINET
Wine enjoyment perfectly presented

The HAGOLA-wine-cabinet with its innovative »Xi Inside« from our  
partner stages wine promotionally effective while storing it at an optimal  
drinking temperature. The whole wine list is at a glance.

:: modules with 1 door, 2 doors or 3 doors are available

:: dimensions (W x H x D): 1-door-module:     650 x 2100 x 680 mm 
  2-doors-module: 1300 x 2100 x 680 mm 
  3-doors-module: 1950 x 2100 x 680 mm

:: either for connection to external (remote) cooling units 
 or as plug-in version available

:: side walls and rear wall made either of glass or of stainless steel

:: door/s (and – as option – side walls and rear wall)  
 with UV-resistant insulated glazing

:: stainless steel casing and doors on request 
 with powder coating acc. to RAL colours index

:: one controllable climate zone per door

:: temperature range: +6 up to +18 °C

:: 4 LED-light-columns per door, can be dimmed by a remote control

:: optimal air circulation

:: standard interior equipment: 12 levels for 13 bottles each = 156 bottles (per door)

:: at your option: fully extendable drawers for Cuvee, Doppel Magnum, Gusto, Stock, Select or shelf Etagere

Accessories:

Xi level set
13 bottles per level

Xi fully extendable  
drawer Cuvee
for single bottles and rarities

Xi fully extendable  
drawer DoppelM
for 4 Double Magnum bottles

Xi fully extendable  
drawer Gusto
for open wine bottles

Xi fully extendable  
drawer Stock
storage basket for 48 bottles

Xi fully extendable 
drawer Select 
for cartons, wooden boxes or
wine accessories

adjustable shelf board 
Xi Etagere

° air bubble on top ° wetted 
 cork

° depot on the bottle ground

° variable 
 tilt angle

8 types of wine 
52 bottles

16 types of wine  
104 bottles

24 types of wine  
156 bottles

32 types of wine  
208 bottles

modular, variable, endlessly extendable

XI Counter. Basis 4 XI Rack. Basis 8 XI Rack. Basis 12 XI Rack. Basis 16 XI Rack.

+ =

Xi Counter. Xi Top. Xi Rack.
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:: PROFESSIONAL

:: CLEARLY ARRANGED

:: VIEW ON THE LABELS

:: SPACE-SAVING

:: MODULAR


